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of the original group,1 and within are treasured Korean,
Chinese, and primitive Japanese statues and paintings
which make this the most interesting museum in Asia. It
is indeed a Museum of all Asia; for on the walls of the
Hondo are frescoes which speak of Ajanta but also of
Turkistan, and on the altars are images which tell of Wei
Tartar influences upon Chinese and Korean art, and even
of Greek anrd Sasanian prototypes. The great bronze triad
on the main altar with its stylized drapery is akin to the
Wei statuary of Lung-men; the little clay figures in the
Pagoda are of T'ang provenance: the exquisite tall Kwan-
non in Shotoku's octagonal *Hall of Dreams*, the Yume-
dono, is Korean, and the painting of Shotoku as a child is
early Japanese, but influenced by the great Wu Tao-tse of
China. Here too is preserved a robe of Shotoku, and a
ewer, both of Sasanian design; and a manuscript of his on
the Lotus Scripture is amongst the imperial treasures, as
is a portrait of the Regent and his sons—attributed to the
Korean prince, Asa.
As a scholar Shotoku achieved great distinction—reveal-
ing a real understanding of Chinese and Indian thought;
himself a disciple of Nagarjuna he showed great insight in
choosing the 'Lotus* as the best expression of the new
evangel. For it is universal in its appeal, and easy to under-
stand; and its parables and apocalypses are popular and
picturesque. The Shoman-kyo, which tells of the ideal
Buddhist queen, Srimala, and the Yuima-kyo which tells
of a great Buddhist layman, are the other works he popu-
larized, himself preaching and expounding these themes to
devout audiences. The arcana of the faith he seerns wisely
to have left to priests of the Hosso Sect, which lives on
fitfully at Horiuji, and still expounds with subtle com-
mentary the eight scrolls of the Lotus.
Shotoku is not only the father of Japanese Buddhism;
he is worshipped as an incarnation of the compassionate
Kwannon whose lovely image in the little nunnery of
Chuguji (once his mother's home) is attributed to him—
i Probably destroyed by fire in 670 and rebuilt in the same style in 708,

